
The Nineteenth Century ShorfHtle Catalogue
PHASE I • 1801-1815

The NSTC series will cover the period 1801-1918 in three phases: 1801-15,
1816-70 and 1871-1918. It will list with increasing completeness all works of the
period published in the United Kingdom, its colonies and the USA, all books
published in English anywhere in the world, and all translations from English. Each
phase will be initiated by a hard copy union catalogue listing of relevant books held
in the Bodleian Library, the British Library, the University Library, Cambridge, the
Library, Trinity College, Dublin, the National Library of Scotland and the
University Library, Newcastle. The primary listing in each volume will be in author
order with complete subject and place of imprint indexes appended. Each of these
initial sets will be concluded by volumes listing works under general headings on the
model of the ENGLAND volumes of the British Library Catalogue. Relevant works
listed under authors in the other library catalogues will also be interfiled in this
sequence. To assist in location of materials concealed in the complex sub-headings of
this form of entry, every title will be rearranged into an alphabetical sequence, which
will be appended to the volumes in the form of microfiche indexes.

The combination of hard copy listings by author, subject and place of
imprint, and by title on fiche, will provide an unique research resource for perhaps
the most important period in the history of the English speaking peoples.

Order Information The 1801-1815 section of the NSTC will appear in five volumes:
Volume I, Authors A-C; Volume II, Authors D-H; Volume III, Authors I-Q; Volume
IV, Authors R-Z; (Volumes I-IV each contain an index of all books listed by subject
and place of imprint); Volume V, General Sections: Directories, England,
Ephemerides, Ireland, London, Periodical Publications and Scotland. (Volume V
will contain an index of all books listed by subject and place of imprint, and a fiche
rearrangement of the full text in alphabetical order of tne titles). Tne first volume
will be published on 1st February 1984. The price of each volume of this phase is
£175.00.

The series is only available from:

Avero Riblications Ltd.
20 Great North Road
Newcastle upon Tyne

England. NE24PS
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ROBERT H. RUBIN - BOOKS

P.O. Box 558
Stoughton, Massachusetts

02072 USA

CABLE: RUBOOKS TEL.: (617) 344-0740

********

We specialize in economic literature including both the
history of economics and economic history. We deal in
books of all periods to about 1950, including rare books,
first editions and fine scholarship in original or out of print
editions.

We issue a variety of catalogues which are free upon
request. It is important that you specify the type of book,
periods, etc., that interest you.

********

We are regular and eager buyers of quality material,
whether it be a single item of importance or an entire
library - your offers will receive careful and prompt
attention.

ROBERT H. RUBIN • BOOKS

Specialist in antiquarian books in the
social sciences, especially economics, political

and social theory, philosophy, and law.

Catalogues issued - Libraries purchased.
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